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ARTICLE II. 

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION. 

BY JUlY. I'BBDlIlUC GAllDllOtB, D.D., l'BOnllOB III 'l'BlI .BBKJU.aT 

DIVIlUTT ICHOOL. 

MONO all denominations in America theology is studied 
chiefly in special institutions founded for this single and 
express purpose. Abroad, except among the Roman Cath
olics, it is for the most part pursued in the &ame universitiea 
and under the same general arrangements with other pro
fessional studies. The distinctive theological seminary or 
divinity school among Protestants is essentially an American 
arrangement, although since its introduction here it has also 
been adopted to 0. limited extent on the other side of the 
ocean. It bas obvious advantages and disadvantages, but of 
these it is not proposed to speak beyond calling attention in 
passing to a single point. Abroad, the future lawyer, chemist, 
philologist, and theologian are members of the same aca
demic fraternity, and may, if they please, be attendants 
together on more than one of the same courses of lectures. 
With us, the theological student is entirely isolated through
out his course. This necessarily tends to withd¥ him 
from bis fellows, to separate him in his habits ... « thought 
from them, and make of him a 'pecialist. Th~ tendency 
may be overcome, but it needs to be recognized. If after all 
our training, young men enter the ministry without intel
lectual sympathy with those among whom, and upon whom, 
they are to exercise their vocatiOll, they are placed at the 
outset at a serious disadvantage. The broadest sympathies 
and the most complete knowledge of the methods and of the 
preocupations of other minds are the essential qualification 
of the well-furnished minister of the gospel. H our system 
of preparing him for his work is opposed to the attainment 
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of these humanities, or even ignores them, it is in 80 far 
defective. In 0. very different sense from that of the heathen 
poet it is necessary for the clergyman to fcel, 

" Homo sum: nil humanum a me alienum puto." 

The means of overcoming the naturally isolating tendency 
of our special schools of theology is undoubtedly chiefly in 
the hands of the students themselves; but they are not apt 
to be aware of the danger. It needs to be distinctly pointed 
out to them by their teachers, and their own intelligence 
awakened to providing the remedy. 

One other general consideration demands a word before 
entering upon our proper subject. Young men in the th~ 
logical, as in every other professional, school are going 
through the latest stages of preparation for their work in life. 
They need, therefore, to be treated as men, rather than as 
children. They need to be more and more emancipated 
from the condition of pupilage, and introduced to that of 
independent manhood. This is generally recognized in the 
relaxation of discipline, the withdrawal of all marking of 
recitations, and the like; but it may be doubted whether the 
importance is sufficiently recognized of accustoming them to 
think for themselves and preparing them to take their position 
in the world at the end of their course as independent entities, 
nay, responsible leaders of human thought. The young men 
of America are generally quite ready enough to appreciate 
their ~n advancement and the importance of their position; 
they are "'»w,>t so ready laboriously and conscientiously to 
prepare "themselves for the responsibilities of that position. 
1£ they are allowed to complete this last stage of their pre
paratory course in an attitude of too great mental dependence, 
they are likely to continue such dependence through life, and 
to become partisan and one-sided. Independent and manly 
thought and action demands culture. At this last and most 
critical stage of preparation this culture is to be either checked 
and thus, perhaps, finally dwarfed, or to be encourogcd and 
cherished, and thus prepared for a life-long growth and 
development. 
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The purpose of the theological school or seminary in its 
broadest statement is to fit men for the ministry. Such a 
school must aft'ord opportunities for, and, in fact, must put be
fore all other things, spiritual training, growth in tho graces 
of tho Holy Spirit, and the increasing conformity of tho chat'
aeter nnd life to the example of Christ. But this funda
mental and most necessary part of the training of the Chris
tian minister does not come within the scope of the present 
Article, and it must, therefore, be passed by with the single 
reu:ark that it ought to pervade the whole of the preparation. 
That no part of a theological course can be successfully 
accomplished without the spirit of prayer in both the teacher 
and the pupil is the necessary result of the organic law of 
Christianity. The fellowship of Christian faith and life 
estahlishes a peculiar bond betwoon teacher and pupil in the 
divinity school, and the constant recollection of this fellow
ship should create the deepest and closest sympathy, and give 
to the pursuit of theology a peculiar interest and charm. 

We are also constrained to pass ovor in these pages the 
element of practical work. In training men for the ministry 
this would be not less unwisely omitted than clinics and 
hospital practice in tho study of medicine, or moot courts 
and the work of the attorney's office in training for the law. 
It is not, then, to be omitted or overlooked; but it should 
not be allowed to interfere with the intellectual training. It 
need not do so, and, under proper regulation, it practically 
docs not. The activity of the ordinary layman in special 
work for Christ's sake does not hinder his attention to his 
ordinary affairs. So correspondingly, tho activity of the 
thcological student, on a more distinctly professional plane, 
and having a direct bearing on his own preparation for 
futuro labor, need not in any way hindcr his prescnt main 
occupation of intellectual preparation for the great work 
soon to be committed to his charge. 

W 0 nre now ready to considcr the principal subject pro
posed: The best Methods of Intellectual Training for the 
lrfinistry. Three differont classes of men require to be con-
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sidered: (1) Such as come to their theological studies with 
imperfect preparation; (2) such as, from the character of 
their intellectual powers, or their temperament, or from 
other causes, can never be expected to become eminent 
scholars; (3) the comparatively few who are hereafter to 
furnish the church and the world with scholars in the various 
departments of theology. With all these classes, in varying 
proportion, all theological institutions are required to deal. 
.All of them are important, and the necessities of each must 
be fairly met in any satisfactory system of theological training. 

The first class necessarily includes within itself every 
variety of defective preparation, from that which scarcely 
falls short of the normal standard to the minimum on which 
it is possible to build up any passable amount of professional 
education. There must, therefore, be much regard to indi
vidual circumstances and individual possibilities. It may be 
assumed that the normal standard of preparation, which ia 
usually 0. college course or its equivalent, embraces just that 
amount of preparatory study at the close of which the student 
can most advantageously enter upon theological pursuits. 
Yet this standard itself is vague, not only in consequence of 
the great differences in the acquirements of the different 
graduates from the same college, but also of the great dif
ferences in the colleges themselves; and, at best, it can only 
be considered as 0. standard adopted in view of the exigencies 
of life, since a far higher one would form a still better basis 
for the study of theology. By those imperfectly prepared, 
then, we mean those who bave failed to acquire that amount 
of education demanded by any respectable college as abso
lutely necessary to graduation. A higher standard than 
this will probably be found impracticable until our college 
standard is raised, and as this is done the requirements for 
entering our theological schools will elevate themselves with
out especial cue. 

Meantime, what is to be done with those who fall below 
this? Obviously, if placed in the same classes with those 
better prepared the eharacter of the instruction in several 
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departments must be lowered to meet their capacities and 
attainments, and thus not only do they themselves receive 
an inferior preparation for their work in life, but they also 
hinder and lower that of the others. This is plainly both 
unjust and unwise; yet it is believed to be the most common 
of all hinderances to the efficiency of most of our theological 
institutions. It has been a still more crying evil in other 
p=ofessional schools, and has eome to be so severely felt in 
them that a movement has already been inaugurated for its 
removal. From the nature of theology, however, the dis
turbance thus arising is greater here than elsewhere. What 
is the remedy? In the first place, of course, proper prep
aration should be insisted upon in all cases where it is 
practicable. A year or two of delay in entering upon the 
ministry is of very little consequence in comparison with a 
man's being properly furnished for his work in all the sub
sequent years of that ministry. Life, indeed, may be cut 
short at any time, but plans for that life can only wisely be 
laid in view of its average duration. But thcre are not 
infrequent cases in which, from advanced age or from other 
causes, the requirement of such preparation would be equiv
alent to the refusal of a theological education altogether, 
while yet the men in question seem well adapted to useful 
work in many parts of the Lord's vineyard. They must, then, 
be educated as well as circumstances allow, and yet they 
cannot be advantageously classed entirely with those who 
are better prepared at the start. The evident solution of the 
difficulty is in a special course, or courses, adapted to their 
wants. These need not be wholly different from the regular 
course, for there are several of the departments which may 
be studied by any intelligent man withQut especial pre para· 
tion - not, perhaps, as advantageously, but, at least, without 
hindering the progress of his fellow·studcnts. In other de
partments, however, there should be distinct".and separate 
instruction. It is idle to say that they may 1m well attend 
the same lectures ond other exercises with tho ~est of the 
Btndents, and get from them such good as they c!an. A con 
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scientious instructor cannot fail to seek to make llimself 
understood, and to have his teaching benefit all his hearers ; 
and if some of these require more elementary instruction, he 
must consume the time and patience of the more advanced 
in giving it; and if some could make more rapid progress 
they must be held back for the sake of their companions. 
Tho experiencc of all teachers bears uniform testimony to 
tho hinderance to the whole class of even a few more im
perfectly prepared for the study in which they arc engaged. 
They arc a clog which, in justice to the others, ought 110t to 
be tolerated. Most instructors would far rather undertake 
the additional labor involved in special courses for them 
than be obliged to carry them along with the others. In 
part, exccllent provision might be mado for their instruction 
by tho establishment of fellowships, which will be spoken of 
presently. If neither of these arrangements suffice, then 
either additional teachers should be provided, or else such 
students should be sent to other institutions where they can 
be properly cared for. If thero could bo any doubt on this 
point, it would only be necessary to look at our common 
schools, and compare the advantages of the country" district 
school" with those of the graded schools in our larger towns 
and cities. 

The second class will always constitute the great majority 
of our students - those who come in their preparation within 
the somewhat vaguo limits of the normal standard, but who 
yet, from thcir tastes or their capacities, or both, can never 
be expected to become eminent scholars. This may not be 
the most interesting class, but our theological courses must 
necessarily be arranged mainly to meet their wants, and those 
who rise above, as well as those who fall below them, be 
provided for by special adaptations. They arc to constitute 
the great mass of the acti \"0 parochial clergy, and tho tone 
of Christian teaching throughout the land must depend 
largely upon the impross made upon their minds. It is, 
therefore, all important to give them a sufficient knowledge 
of all departments of theology to enable them to pursuo their 
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future work advantageously and respectably, to guard them 
from errors, and to furnish them with a proper theological 
balance. Tbey should also be furnished with such insight 
into the vast fields of knowledge stretching out beyond their 
own attainments as may suffice to impress them with modesty, 
and possibly may awaken in some of them a zeal for a higher 
culture; but their strength ought not to be wasted in the 
mn effort to carry them beyond their powers or, sometimes, 
their wishes. For them it is particularly necessary that the 
theological course should be well proportioned in its several 
parts and, perhaps, even from time to time somewhat modi
fied, as the powers of some eminent teacher may give an 
undue prominence to the studies over which he has control. 
As the instruction designed for this class constitutes the 
ordinary curriculum of our theological schools, nothing need 
be said of it beyond these general remarks, except to suggest 
one or two points in "'bich we may aim to improve the 
ordinary methods of instruction. 

Our methods, chiefly by lecture and by recitation, have 
been handed down from generation to generation and fol
lowed by us without much reflection as a matter of course. 
Meantime there has grown up around and among us a new 
set of studies, those of natural science, which are proved to 
have a very great charm for the human mind, and which are 
chiefly pursued by a very different method. Can we not in 
theology learn something from science, and impart to our 
studies also something of the freshness and charm which so 
fascinates the minds and awakens the eagerness of the 
students of natural science? With thom, too, the lecture 
and the recitation are largely used, as is necessary in all 
instruction; but the tone and character of these is determined 
by another prominent feature in their system - the actual 
investigation of truth by the student himself under the 
guidance of his instructor. What would the study of chem
istry be without the laboratory; or of botany without work 
in the field; or of zoOlogy without dissection and comparative 
anatomy? Scientifio institutions are ever increasing the 
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facilities for, and the requirment of, this sort of study. 
Physical laboratories ha"e been only added to their appli:mces 
within the last few years, and still more recent is the fur
nishing of their course in mining with a full set of actual 
mining macllinery, which their students are required to work 
practically as a part of their training. Even our colleges 
are coming more and more to work their scientific depart
ments by courses of actual investigation in the various scien
tific laboratories. Of course, all this is done under the eye 
and the guidance of the instructor, and would be very useless 
labor for the tyro if it were otherwise. But it has for him 
all the charm of discovering the truth himself. It is a rec
ognized principle that what is thus acquired becomes im
pressed upon the mind with a firmness of conviction that 
can be attained in no other way. Moreover, he thus learns 
to study for himself, and, if he have sufficient intelligence 
and skill, can afterwards go on to further knowledge by the 
same proccsses when, in the progress of life, he must neces
sarily lose the direction of his teachers. Oan we not intro
duce ~ery much more of the same system into our teaching 
of theology with corresponding advantage ? 

Superficial objections may easily be made to such a prop
osition. It may be said that the prime object of a theological 
institution is to teach its students, not merely to give them 
an opportunity to teach themselves. Strange pictures may 
be exhibited of the wild vagaries into which students would 
be likely to run if thus set upon working out their theology 
for themselves. But it is no more suggested that this should 
be done without careful guidance and instruction than that 
the student of chemistry should be turned loose in the la~ 
ratory to mix acids and alkalies, or heat fulminates, at his 
own sweet will. In fact, the method proposed would require 
an increase of labor on the part of the instructor in the 
intelligent guidance of the student, and the adaptation of 
the task to his capacity. But why should not the student be 
taught the criticism of the text by the actual handling, first 
in easy, then in more difficult eases, of the apparatus by 
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which the true reading is to be determined? Why in excgesis, 
after some training in its principles, should he not be required 
to work out expositions himself, and by showing him wherein 
and why he has gone astray in his earlier attempts, be led 
on practically to a sound system of interpretation? Why 
should he not be trained to prepare monographs on particular 
points or characters of ecclesiastical history, and to invcsti
gate for himself the causes or the consequences of certain 
particular events, his teacher all the while directing him 
where to find and how to use bis material? Even in doc
trinal tbeology much may be accomplished with the bappiest 
results by teaching the student how to find out for himself 
from scripture, and from the bistory of the churcb, the due 
proportion of doctrine, and the proper limitations and qualifi
cations of the statement of doctrine itself. In pastoral theol
ogy, the practical work spoken of at the beginning of this 
Article is already the foundation for the kind of teaching 
intended, only that it needs to be connected scientifically and 
systematically with the instructions of the lecture room. This 
plan is largely and most happily used in the Seminar, system 
in the German universities. Original work is required of all 
the members of the &minar executed under the supervision 
of the professors; and, not infrequently, work has been done 
in this way of permanent value to the theological as well as 
to the gcneralliterary world. 

The method suggested has been only imperfectly and in
adequately described. Teachers who have made use of it 
at all are ever looking about for the means of giving it a 
wider application. It is capable of being 80 used as to give 
a new zest to the study of theology, and to fit men by means 
of that study in the seminary to become independent thinkers 
and sound reasoners in tbeir later life. It has been naturally 
spoken of in connection with the largest class of students, but 
it applies to all, and is of especial importance in regard to that 
smaller class of which we come now to Epeak in tho last place. 

This third and last class is compotred of those who are to 
become the futuro scholars in theology and the leaders of 
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tl1eological thought. Their number relatively must be small, 
but in view of the future they constitute a very important 
class, and in any sufficient system of training their wants 
should be most carefully considered and amply provided for. 
Two considerations must form the basis of all plans in regard 
to them: (1) No man can be alike eminent in every depart
ment, and (2) every man must have a certain knowledge of 
all departments in order to prevent one-sidedness, nnd to 
give him, in a general theological culture, the proper basis 
for the higher researches in bis own chosen specialty. The 
same considerations are at the basis of all higher education 
of every kind, and llave elicited so much thought in other 
departments that we have much to guide us in their applica
tion to theology. Everywhere it is found that general culture 
must be insisted upon up to II. eertain point, and that beyond 
this the greatest result is to be attained by the introduction 
of specialties. So far it may be considered that we Itave 
only tIte enuneiation of an indisputable maxim of all educa
tion. The difficulty is to fix the point wItere the general 
shall gi\"e place to tbe special. In fact, it may bo said that 
all education is a continual progress from the homogeneous 
to the heterogeneous, from uniformity and generality to 
differentiation and specialty. Tho earliest scl1001 instruction 
is the same for aU, but before the academic course is run the 
pupils begin to be separated somewhat, either into different 
schools or different classes, according to their ulterior pur
poses in education. Having selected those WllO are to pursue 
II. eollege eourse,and placed them there, experience bas proved 
tbe necessity of introducing among them something of the 
electivo system. This is not a question of whether one 
college may have carried that system too far, or another not 
far cnough; it is belicved to be already the conclusion of 
experience that something of the system must be adopted in 
all to develop tbo best results of II. college course. The 
general statement must be the same for the study of theology, 
or of any othcr branch of knowledge; the general study 
must be pursued to a certain extent by all, and beyond 
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there must be electives for the higher training of each in his 
own chosen specialty. In following up the stream of knowl
edge as its branches ramify we must choose which of the 
branches we will pursue as our main study, and again, which 
of the branches of these, and 80 on to their ultimate rami
fications. More than one, indeed, may be taken, and breadth 
is not to be sacrifiood to thoroughness; still the general 
statement bolds good, that the more advanced is any study 
the more special it must become. If this is generally true 
of preparatory studies, it must prc-eminently hold good of 
thcology, which is the last preparatory study before the actual 
entrance upon the work of life. 

But how shall this principle be applied to the study of 
theology? We are accustomed to regard the ordinary theo
logical curriculum as embracing only that general theological 
culture which is necessary to every well-furnished minister; 
bow can anything be deducted from this to make room for 
electives? Several methods have been proposed, prominent 
among which is the establishment of fellowships providing 
the mca.ns for post-graduate courses. Before considering 
these, let us distinctly set before our minds the object to be 
attained. A certain number of the better scholars nre to 
receive the general culture deemed necessary for all, and, in 
addition to this, such JJpecial instnlction in departments for 
which they have special taste or adaptation as shall fit them 
for the further pursuit of studies in those departments in 
after years. For this purpose tbe most obvious plan is 
that just mentioned, of establishing fellowships. This plan 
bas the additional advantage, that the fellows could be em
ployed ill instruction in the special courses for those im
perfectly prepared, and in other ways could be useful in the 
general economy of the institution. But excellent and 
desirable as it is, it may be doubted if it would be sufficient 
alone. It is unlikely that for a long time to come fellow
ships will be numerous enough to meet tho required want. 
Again a post-graduate course requires a longer time devoted 
exclusivel, to study than can be given by many of those 
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whom it is most desirable to reach. In the hurry of our 
American life many of those best fitted for advanced ntudy 
feel that they must press on; others, who can consent to the 
delay and can afford it, think to find a greater gain in a 
year of foreign travel, especially if a part of this can be in 
the Enst. Thus, while fellowships are exceedingly desirable 
and important, they cannot be entirely relied upon to meet 
the want. If they should become at all common, doubtless 
better provision would be made than there is now for courses 
of study adapted to them; but at present the absence of 
these is a further objection to placing much reliance upon 
them. At present, whatever is to be done practically must; 
be accomplished within the term of the ordinary curriculum. 
What then can be done in this? 

Practically the actual course of study in our theological 
institutions is, in many instances, something less than the 
theoretical requirement. Necessities arising from poverty, 
from sickness, and from a variety of other causes, almost; 
always conspire to let men pass on and enter the ministry 
with something less than tho accompllahment of the full 
curriculum. There has thus arisen a practical, though very 
indefinite, minimum of theological attainment, which is con
siderably below the normal standard. The Buggestion is 
made that this ill-defined and scarcely acknowledged mini
mum should bo openly acknowledged and distinctly marked; 
that it should then be absolutely required of all, and that the 
falling below this minimum standard should constitute an 
absolute bar to passing into the ministry; that above and 
beyond this the same amount of study should be required 88 

is DOW demanded; but that it should be elective. For ex
ample: some knowledge of Hebrew should doubtless be 
required of all but those who pursue only a special course; 
and it should be required, Dot so much for the sake of the 
language itself, or in any expectation that its study will be 
continued beyond tho seminary walls, as because 0. certain 
knowledge of its structure gives the student-often, perhaps, 
unconsciously-an insight into habits of thought and modes 
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of life of the people and the writers of scripture which can 
be acquired in no othcr way. In the scheme proposed, there
fore, exemptions from the study of Hebrew should not exist 
at all, except for those professedly taking a partial course. 
But, on the other hand, it can hardly be doubted by anyone 
separated by the lapse of several years from his theological 
course tlULt a largc part of the timo usnally spent upon 
Hebrew is to some of the students, if not time actually thrown 
away, yet time far less profitably spent than it might have 
been. Many, morcover, actually attain, as things now are, 
only the most elementary knowledge of the language. We 
would rescue this time for an elective, giving opportunity for 
greater progress in some other department; and, again, for 
some of the students we would rescue time from another 
department for a more thorQugll study of Hebrew with ita 
cognate languages of Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic. Similarly 
in ecclesiastical history; a certain knowledge of tho general 
course of the church, of its great critical periods, and of the 
history of doctrine is absolutely essential to any theological 
culture, and should be absolutely required; but beyond tbis 
mucb is usually taught which makes almost no impression 
at all upon those who bave little taste for history. After 
attaining what may be considered as the necessary knowledge 
of history, such students can evidently better give extra time 
and laoor to some other department. It is unnecessary to 
particularize each of tbe several studies in this way; what is 
true of anyone of them is, to a greater or less degree, true 
of all. There is something in all of them now nominally 
bot 110t actually required, and this something, be it more or 
less, we would make elective, but electivoin the I'ense that 
if not chosen some other elective must be taken in its place. 

By sucb a system time would be saved in those studies to 
which the student is less inclined and, therefore, ordinarily 
(we speak of those llaving the maturity and tho principle 
which must be supposed to belong to the theological student) 
less adapted; and tIle timo thus saved would be devoted to 
those stndies for which he has a special aptitude, or, at least, 
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in which he feels 0. specio.l interest. The effe~t would be 
greatly eilllanced if with this system were combined those 
modifications ill the method of study which bavo been already 
8uggested. By these means it is bclieyed that, without im
perilling the sufficiency of tho ordinary course, a certain 
number of students may be carried far enough ill particular 
studies to continue their pursuit in after lifo with zest and 
earnestness. As our courso is at present arranged, tbe 
studious young man completes its requirements and enters 
upon life determined to keep up his studies, but with no very 
marked preference for, or advancement in,ol1o rather than 
another. His parochial cares press upon him; he finds 
abundant occupation lor his time; ho studies 0. little in this 
department and 0. littlo in that; be soon finds that such 
dallying with 0. variety of subjects leads to very little result, 
and unless he bo a man of strong purpose and of decidedly 
scholarly habits, he soon acquiesces in mediocrity, and comes 
to look upon tho aspirations of his youth 0.3 vanished dreams. 
Had thoso aspirations had a more definite aim, and hOO he 
been carried through the first difficulties of advanced study 
upon anyone subject, the result would probably have been 
very different. He would have known precisely what lle 
wanted to study and also how to study it, and he would have 
been likely to study to purpose. A few generations of men 
thus trained to be scholars, some in one department, some 
in another, would tell powerfully upon the sta.Ddard of t~ 
logical culture in our land. 

Can such a system be carried into effect with our existing 
means and appliances? Undoubtedly if carried to tho extent 
which is desirable it would require more professional work, 
and ultimately more and special professors. But it may be 
brought into operation to a very important and useful degree 
just as we are. l!'or the sake of its results as well as for the 
enjoyment of instructing them, most of our theological pro
fessors would gladly undertake a certain amount of extra 
labor for the benefit of special students whose electives would 
be directly in tho lino of their own chosen work. Beyond 
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this it would not be impracticable for men in one theological 
institution especially eminent in any department, by being 
relieved of something of their ordinary work, to help in 
aJlQtber in their own specialty. When these means should 
fail the a.ystem would have advanced so far, and havc de
veloped 80 great usefulness, as to make a recognized demand 
forthe establishmelUi of special professorships, and meantime 
the men would have been in training to fill tbeso when 
established. Thus we migh;. even look forward to facilities 
in our own country for a degree of completeness and thorough
ness of training in cacb specialty or theological acquirement 
which can DOW only be obtained by going abroad. 

ARTICLE III. 

B EXPOSITION OF THE ORIGINAL TEXT OF GENESIS 
I. AND n. 

BT UT. SoUIUEL ROPEI.S, JlILTO., •• T. 

§ 5. cc WITHOUT FOD .AND Vom." 

"Now 1 the land was without form and void." It was the 
~, "the solid land." It was in existence, and in the 
state here described. But, as God himself testifies by haiah 

1 Tho Hebrew partielo Vav (1)' like tho Greek lerat, hu a great variety of 
_inga. NoldiD8, in hie Conconlnncc, Ipoci8C11Omo lOl1lnty or eighty. It i. 

.. ldicien& hcTo to say, thal not infrequently it hIIII tho foreo of our word "now" 
ill ill RIlle of" at thll time," u in onr TeI'IIlon Gen. iii. 1; xii. 1. And lIgain, 
Ihe fOrce of "now" AI a conjunction b introdace an explanation, as in Gen. 
niii. 1 : .. N(1fD, ho sat in tho tent-door," etc. In this case, tho account wbich 
iIUow II .. n:plaDatory .. of how, or in what manner, "the Lord Appeared unto 
Abrabam,"-&he ltatement immediatelyprcceding. The conjunction 1 inten'enCl 
to irttliI:tD this explAnation. A case, wo conceivo, precisely porAllel to tbe one in 
hand, .. God created tho heaven Dnd tho eAMh. Now (1) the coMh WIIS," etc. 
The Vav iDdic:ating A coming explanation of tho preceding stAtement: "Now" 
(i.e. it w .. OD chi. wilO that God did create them) .. the CArtb WIllI without 
am," etc., to tho elcso of tbe narrAtive. In either or thClO CII8('S, tho natvral 
eIIect of &be tnnslation "And," which appean in oar venion, i8 to rewrI8 the 
~ of the atalelDent&. In Goa. xviii. I, to rcpl'ClCll& thal God flTSl ap-
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